PlanBørnefonden is looking for an intern to support the operationalization of our
MERL strategy regarding the DANIDA Strategic Partnership 2022-2025. The partnership is centered around our work with MERL colleagues from 8 countries in West,
East, and Southern Africa.
In PlanBørnefonden, we believe that children and young people can lead the way and contribute to
creating a more equal and sustainable world that celebrates diversity and respects everyone, regardless of gender.
The overall objective of our strategic partnership with DANIDA for 2022-2025 is: Children, adolescents and young people are safe and influence decision-making in resilient communities that respect their rights and offer equal opportunities for all regardless of gender.

The job
PlanBørnefonden is, in cooperation with 8 Plan International country offices (Mali, Burkina Faso,
Togo, Benin, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Zimbabwe), providing the opportunity for one student to
do a six-months internship with us. You will be part of our team working with implementation of our
four-tear strategic partnership with DANIDA focusing on youth participation and governance,
SRHR, youth economic opportunities and violence prevention.
You will work closely with the MERL Manager of the strategic partnership as well as colleagues in
each of the 8 countries on the practical implementation of the MERL strategy.
Your tasks will include (not exclusively) the following:
•
•
•

Supporting role out of digital data capture tools for M&E data in the countries
Support data base setup and quality controls
Design dashboards in Power BI for visualization of data results

Your internship will be placed at our Danish National Office in Copenhagen. The duration of the internship is estimated to 4-6 months starting around August 1, 2022.

Who are you?
We are looking for a postgraduate student within a relevant program in social sciences e.g., Master
of Public Health.

We emphasize that:
•
•
•

You have knowledgeable in quantitative data collection, analysis, methods, and tools
You are fluent in English
With 4 francophone countries fluency in French would be a very strong advantage.

Who are we?
PlanBørnefonden is one of Denmark's largest privately funded child rights organisations. We are
a part of Plan International and operate in more than 70 countries. Our aim is to ensure the rights
of children and young people in the most vulnerable and fragile areas of the world with a special
focus on girls. Our work is centred on the following priority areas: ”Healthy, Safe and Playful Early
Childhoods”, “Young People Driving Change”, and “Building Resilience and Responding to Emergencies”.

Application process
Please send a current CV and cover letter to job@planbornefonden.dk. Only applications sent to this
email will be considered. Write "Intern, Programme" in the subject field. The application deadline is
July 8, 2022.
Please contact Nete Hansen-Nord for any questions about the position:
• nete.hansennord@planbornefonden.dk
• or on phone +4530273253.
At PlanBørnefonden, we work for children's rights, gender equality, and anti-racism. We encourage all qualified candidates, regardless of ethnic background, gender, sexual orientation, disability, religion, and age, to apply for the position. As an employee at PlanBørnefonden, you will
commit yourself to our child protection policy, and in connection with your employment, we will
obtain documentation for a clean child certificate.

We look forward to receiving your application!

